
 

 

HR Guide – Applying temporary homeworking 
arrangements during the Coronavirus outbreak 

 

Last Updated: 18th March 2020 

This document aims to provide guidance around general employment law issues that Students’ 

Unions may be considering if members of staff are to work from home during the coronavirus 

outbreak.   

Whilst we hope that the following information will provide some guidance, when it comes to your 

individual employment queries, bear in mind that your own Students’ Union has its own policies 

and terms and conditions. This may mean that you will need to seek professional advice from an 

employment solicitor for clarification of your own individual position for certain queries. 

It is important to note that much of the information below reflects the legal starting point.  

However, as a values-led sector we recognise that many Students’ Unions may wish to go above 

and beyond the minimum where it is possible and feasible to do so.   

As well as the information sources mentioned in the guide content below, the following information 

has also been put together with reference to materials provided by HR-Inform, which is part of the 

Croner Group.   

What is homeworking? 

Homeworking is a form of flexible working where a member of staff is allowed to conduct their 

daily duties from home on an occasional, temporary or permanent basis.  

In its simplest terms, it means that staff work from home with the same contractual obligations, 

such as core working hours, pay and adherence to usual company policy. 

In light of the coronavirus outbreak, you may be asking staff to work from home temporarily who 

are either self-isolating and able to work, or as a precautionary measure in general. 

During the coronavirus outbreak, asking staff to work from home puts them at a decreased risk of 

getting the virus and therefore having to spend a prolonged period of time away from work whilst 

sick. There is also less chance of them bringing the virus into work with them if they do remain at 

home. 

However, it is unlikely that all the roles within your organisations can be done remotely, so you 

may need to bring in other measures alongside homeworking arrangements over the coming 

weeks. 

This guide considers the temporary arrangements you may need to make due to the coronavirus 

outbreak. 

  

https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/learning-resources/hr-hub/employment-law-support
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-1


 

1. Be clear about your policy 

Consider whether you need to draft a homeworking policy statement now, if you do not have one 

already. You may already have a flexible working policy which covers this, if not a template is also 

available in the HR Hub on NUS Connect. 

Depending on how open your staff are to homeworking, you may wish to check for mobility clauses 

in your employment contracts (e.g. you may have a clause that enables you to make reasonable 

requests for staff to work from different locations or move locations) which depending on the 

drafting may stretch to compulsory homeworking. If not, you may have to get agreement from 

staff or their representatives, who hopefully should be open to agreeing measures given current 

circumstances.  

It will be difficult to impose homeworking unilaterally, unless there is a very specific risk to staff 

associated with being physically present at work – for example, if a COVID-19 case has been 

identified, or if an underlying medical condition would make it unsafe for a member of staff to be at 

work. 

2. Consider who should work from home 

Legally, as an employer, it is entirely down to you who you decide to let work from home and your 

decision should depend upon eligibility (see ‘eligibility for homeworking’ below) and accessibility 

(see ‘accessing home environments’ below).  

Who you request to work from home on a short-term basis, especially as a result of the 

coronavirus outbreak, will ultimately depend on the needs of your organisation. 

Homeworking does not need to be an organisation-wide implementation. That said, if some staff 

are to be allowed to do this over others, you should be open and honest with your workforce and 

outline the reasons. 

3. Eligibility for homeworking 

Before permitting an individual to work from home, you should first assess the impact that such an 

arrangement could have on your organisation.  

Fundamentally, regardless of the reasons behind the homeworking arrangement, you need to 

make sure that it is not going to place your organisation at a significant disadvantage.   

Considerations include: 

• The role: can the role feasibly be done from home, and how easy would it be to set up 

remote working for the role? In a temporary arrangement, especially in light of the 

coronavirus outbreak, you are going to want to make this transition as easy as possible;  

• Cost: If it is going to take time and money with which to establish their equipment, 

technology and home work space, or if you do not feel it is feasible, this may not be the 

best option for you to consider; 

  

https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/learning-resources/hr-hub/hr-policy-and-employment-contract-templates
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-4
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-5


 

• The individual: Assess how the individual will manage and respond to the homeworking 

set-up.  There is obviously going to have to be a degree of trust between yourself and 

them that they will be able to do their job and not use homeworking as an excuse to, 

essentially, not do it. Can they manage their own workloads and daily pressures and 

without direct supervision?  Working from home will suit some individuals better than 

others, and you’ll also want to consider the health and wellbeing of the staff member and 

discuss ways to provide appropriate support.  Consider the ways you will keep in touch 

with them, and make arrangements for other colleagues to interact with each other 

formally and informally to help improve and maintain morale and reduce feelings of 

isolation or any stress or anxiety they may be feeling in the current climate.  See Section 9 

below for further advice; 

• The home environment: see below. 

4. Assessing home environments 

Your obligation to provide staff with safe equipment and a safe system of work applies equally to 

staff working from home. Ensure that staff are able to work from home safely, as well as 

effectively: 

• Consider whether there are any hazards in their home workspace that could place them at 

risk.  

• Make sure that any appliances, such as a computer, will not place them at any undue risk 

compared with their usual workplace.  

• Remind staff about your organisation’s health and safety policies.  If you have online health 

and safety training, signpost staff to this. 

Ideally, a full health and safety risk assessment should be conducted on the workspace, but if this 

is going to be a quick arrangement then there may not be time in which to facilitate this. 

DAC Beachcroft have written a Covid-19 Work from Home Risk Assessment, available here.  

You could also ask your staff member to conduct an assessment of their working space and report 

back to you in order to determine its suitability. An example homeworking questionnaire is 

provided at Appendix A which can be used to help you identify what questions to ask in this 

process. 

5. Consider what staff will need 

Determine what you may need to provide to your staff, such as a laptop, a telephone, or access to 

particular forms of software. This will vary from job to job; for some, a connection to the internet 

may suffice. For others, they may need to be given more equipment to do their job. 

It is important to take care in this situation and, where possible, avoid the staff member using their 

own personal devices. It may be difficult for you to get staff working again if their appliance breaks 

or is unreliable.   

6. Data protection 

If the homeworker is likely, in the course of his or her work, to obtain or use personal information 

about individuals, you should ensure he or she is trained fully in the requirements of the General 

Data Protection Regulation and current Data Protection Act relevant to data security. Issuing, or re-

issuing, your data protection policy is advisable. 

  

https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-6
https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/covid-19-working-from-home-risk-assessment-from-dac-beachcroft
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/templates-and-tools/flexible-working
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-7
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-8


 

 

Consider also if they are going to need to take confidential information home with them and if this 

will remain safe whilst in that environment. For example, do they have cabinets in which to store 

files to keep them away from others in the home and, if not, is this something that you would be 

able to provide? 

7. Establish a homeworking agreement 

At this stage, you should ask the staff member to sign a written agreement which outlines how 

long the period of homeworking is to last for and what will happen once the arrangement is no 

longer needed. If it is being introduced as part of your response to the coronavirus, you may 

consider stating that it will be regularly reviewed and that the period of homeworking will cease 

when it is no longer deemed to be necessary. 

Within this agreement, staff should be reminded of the expectations placed upon them by the 

organisation. It should also be specified what hours they are expected to work; you may wish for 

them to continue to work their usual hours or, alternatively, may be happy for them to change 

these on a temporary basis, or you might offer flexibility around some core hours when you would 

like them to be working. 

The agreement should also specify that staff should not work for longer than their usual hours, in 

line with the Working Time Regulations 1998. At no point should you encourage them to do so if 

such a provision is going to mean they are working for longer than 48 hours per week and they 

have not signed an opt-out agreement. 

8. Managing the homeworker 

Once the period of homeworking has begun, it is important to keep in regular contact with staff.  

It’s also worth thinking about how you can encourage colleagues to keep in touch and maintain 

relationships during this period of homeworking so they can support each other – virtual coffee 

breaks are popular amongst NUS homeworkers (more tips are available in Appendix B)! 

Update them regularly on organisational news and keep them up to date on all developments, such 

as the company’s continued response to the coronavirus issue. 

Ensure line managers take responsibility for keeping in regular contact and provide them with the 

support, equipment and software to help facilitate this. 

Set staff clear targets to work towards during the homeworking period – previously set objectives 

may need reviewing and new priorities to work on may need agreeing. 

9. Checking in with staff wellbeing 

It will of course be incredibly important to maintain contact with staff in order to ensure that they 

are not being adversely affected by the arrangement, particularly in light of the circumstances 

surrounding coronavirus and the impact it will have on everyone.   

Even during normal circumstances, whilst some individuals may prefer working from home, others 

may start to feel isolated, something that could potentially impact upon their performance. 

You might like to refer staff to this guide from Mental Health First Aid England on supporting their 

mental health whilst working from home.  

If your organisation has an Employee Assistance Programme, remind your staff that they are able 

to access this. 

  

https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-9
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-10
https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/supporting-your-mental-health-whilst-working-from-home-guide-from-mhfa
https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/supporting-your-mental-health-whilst-working-from-home-guide-from-mhfa


 

 

NUS has a group of established homeworkers who have put together a list of their top tips for 

successful homeworking – you can read more about these at Appendix B. 

10. What to do if the homeworking arrangement does not work 

during the coronavirus outbreak 

If you decide that the homeworking arrangement is not working and your organisation remains 

open, you can terminate the agreement and ask the staff member to return to work as normal.  

If a member of staff refuses to return, in theory you could consider treating this as a disciplinary 

matter, however it is advisable to have a degree of flexibility in the current circumstances.  

If you have had to close the organisation as a result of the virus and the individual is deemed 

unable to be given work whilst at home or elsewhere, they would need to be placed on lay-off. For 

more information on lay-offs, please refer to our Employment Law and Coronavirus briefing. 

11. Bringing the temporary homeworking arrangement to a 

close 

Be clear in your homeworking agreement that the arrangement is a temporary one, and how it will 

come to an end.  The following extract is an example of how NUS has communicated the 

temporary nature of the arrangement: 

‘Staff will have a usual place of work stated in their contract and therefore working from home is a 

temporary measure. Once the government announces that there is no longer a requirement for 

people to work from home, offices will reopen and staff will be expected to return to their normal 

place of work. Some people will have Flexible Working agreements in place where they are based 

at an office, but work part of the week from home; again, these people are not Homeworkers, and 

will revert to their normal working arrangements stated in their Flexible Working agreements once 

there is no longer a requirement to work from home all the time.’ 

A full set of example FAQs that NUS has recently communicated to staff regarding its temporary 

homeworking arrangements is included for illustration at Appendix C. 

  

https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-11
https://www.hr-inform.co.uk/how-to-guide/how-to-manage-a-temporary-period-of-home-working#collapse-accordion-34815-11
https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/nus-uk/coronavirus-covid-19-hub/employer-issues/managing-coronavirus-issues-at-work


 

Appendix A 

 

Homeworking questionnaire  

 
Staff name:  

Manager name: 

 
The line manager should complete this questionnaire for each staff member with 

regard to the facilities at their home. It also asks questions regarding the overall 

suitability of the employee for homeworking. 
 

Considerations Yes No Comments 

Is it possible for the individual’s work to be 

done in the home environment?  Are there 
any temporary adjustments required? 

   

Will service needs or customer demands be 

affected?  How can they be addressed (e.g. 

status updates, communications to 
customers to explain the impact etc)? 

   

Will home working have a significant impact 

on the efficiency of the office and service? 

   

Is the staff member able to work without 
close supervision? 

   

Will the staff member’s objectives need 

reviewing for the period of homeworking? 

   

Does the employee have suitable 
accommodation at home, i.e. free from 

distraction? 

   

Are there suitable facilities for connections 
to be made e.g. broadband? 

   

Does the staff member need access to files 

which should not be taken home? 

   

Does your Employers’ Liability Insurance 
cover include staff working from home? 

   

If not, does the employee’s insurance 

provide adequate cover? 

   

Have you provided suitable electrical 
equipment which is in good order and is 

regularly maintained? 

   

Is the work of a confidential nature so that 

secure storage arrangements, at the 
person’s home will be required? 

   

Have you ensured that employees working 

from home can comply with the 
Organisation’s policies on information 

management, security and data protection 

[list any additional needed]? 

   

 
  



 

 

Has the staff member re-read the 
Organisation’s Health and Safety policy and 

(if available) received the necessary health 

and safety training? 

   

Does the staff member’s home have 
adequate furniture, ICT equipment and 

materials to enable all aspects of the job to 

be carried out satisfactorily and safely? 

   

Have you ensured that all reasonable care 

has been taken to ensure that the staff 

member has a safe working environment in 

a comfortable ergonomic position, that 
suitable breaks are to be taken to prevent 

undue tiredness or injury and that work is 

not in excess of their contractual hours? 

   

Does your accident procedure include 

arrangements for home workers? 

   

Do you have a system for electrical 

equipment to be tested at regular intervals 
by a competent person? This is commonly 

referred to as Portable Appliance Testing 

(PAT). 

   

Is there sufficient arrangements and 
technical support in place to keep in regular 

contact (e.g. phone, Skype/FaceTime etc)? 

   

Have you discussed with your staff member 
their wellbeing during the period of 

homeworking, and support available to 

them? 

   

Do you have measures in place to keep in 
touch regularly, both formal and informal? 

   

Has the staff member read and understood 

the [flexible working policy / homeworking 

policy] statement and supporting 
information? 

   

 

Manager signature:  

Date:  

 

  



 

 

Appendix B – NUS Homeworker tips for other homeworkers 

• My biggest piece of advice is that adjusting to homeworking does take time – at first you 

may feel you are being less productive but equally we all underestimate the time we may 

spend chatting with colleagues in the office.  

• Recognise that your work from home is completely valid – you don’t need to 

overcompensate by working longer hours, never taking breaks etc. This is very common in 

people who occasionally work from home but it isn’t sustainable!  

• Providing it’s OK with your line manager, talk about a slightly different work pattern if it 

works for you. So, if you’re normally in the office 9-5 but at home would rather do 8-4, ask 

if you can try that. 

• Get to know the sharing tools available – e.g. work on your Skype and OneDrive skills. 

They’ll help you collaborate with colleagues more easily.  

• Book in virtual catch ups with team mates, even if it’s just 15 minutes. It helps re-create 

some form of the office interaction and catching up virtually over a coffee is just as 

legitimate as having a Skype meeting with a particular work-based purpose. 

• Debrief with a team member after a difficult meeting/email. You would do this if you were 

working in the office.   

• Where possible (and when it’s safe to do so in the current climate) get out for a walk each 

day. The change of scenery and fresh air can be great to clear the mind and also can help 

when you get any form of ‘writers block’ no matter what you’re working on.    

• Its important to build in breaks and screenbreaks – you’ll find your daily steps suffer if you 

don’t and it’s important to avoid RSIs, eyestrain, etc.  

• Embrace the flexibility – in your breaks you can cook a delicious lunch, eat away from your 

workspace, pop some laundry on, get some fresh air. 

• Reflect on your energy patterns – know you have a lull after lunch and find it easier to 

concentrate in the mornings? Plan your workload accordingly.   

• Yoga with Adriene on Youtube is a great resource - there is a whole host of videos, ranging 

from 5-6 minutes right through to 40-minute workouts. You don’t need to have any 

previous experience and with current restrictions may mean people won’t be getting out as 

much to exercise.  

• Listen to music whilst working.  

• If you have the ability to move between spaces in your home (between an office/dining 

space/living area), this can help if you need to change your headspace. 

• Make the effort to get properly dressed just like you would if working in the office (but feel 

free to dress more casual/comfortable as long as you still feel in ‘work mode’). 

• Keep a tidy workspace and have a specific room/space if possible. If you have a 

separate room you are able work in this helps. At the end of the day – if you work at a 

table, put your laptop away, or if you work in a separate room, use that ‘just for 

work’. Don’t be tempted to check up on work later in the evening. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene


 

Appendix C:  Example FAQs provided to NUS staff March 2020 

 

Coronavirus – 
Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Working from Home 

 
1. What is the organisation’s policy on working from home in light of concerns about 

coronavirus? 
 
We are asking all staff to work from home on Thursday and Friday this week to fully test 
our remote working capabilities. Prior to that, in light of the increased emphasis on social 
distancing, staff should start to work from home as soon as practical for them. We will 
require widespread working from home soon and will update you on this shortly. All 
pregnant staff and those with the identified immune suppressed conditions must work 

from home with immediate effect and we have been in touch with them to advise this. If 
you have yet to complete your form about your health conditions please do so 
immediately. If we have any colleagues in the early stages of pregnancy who have not 
yet advised their manager or the HR Team we would urge them to let us know as soon 
as possible so we can support them appropriately. 
 

2. What provisions are being put in place for staff members who may be unable to 
work from home for some or all of the time?  

 
We are following government advice with regards to asking people to work from home so 
we will need to be advised by staff if they believe there are reasons why they will not be 
able to do this during this next 12 to 16-week period. We know we can provide the 
necessary equipment and access to IT and platforms and will need to follow the 

government’s guidance as a responsible employer. We’re unable to offer alternative 
locations for staff as the request is to minimise travel and so we’ll be relying on people to 
be flexible; we will try our best to take their home situations into account. And explore 
options with them.  
 

3. Am I now a ‘Homeworker’ if I am ‘working from home’ for the foreseeable future? 
 

Working from home and being a Homeworker are different. If you are a Homeworker it is 
written in to your contract. All other staff will have a usual place of work stated in their 
contract and therefore working from home is a temporary measure. Once the 
government announces that there is no longer a requirement for people to work from 
home, offices will reopen and staff will be expected to return to their normal place of 
work. Some people will have Flexible Working agreements in place where they are based 
at an office, but do work part of the week from home; again, these people are not 

Homeworkers, and will revert to their normal working arrangements stated in their 
Flexible Working agreements once there is no longer a requirement to work from home 
all the time. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

4. My role requires me to be in the office for some of the time. What measures are in 
place to protect me? 

 
Most staff will now be working from home for the foreseeable future. If you work in a 
team that has a requirement to have some office-based time, your manager will discuss 
the working arrangements and the health & safety precautions that are in place to 
protect you. 
 

5. Now I am working from home every day, are there considerations I need to be 
mindful of? 

 

Our experienced Homeworkers have lots of best practice tips that they can share. We will 
be sharing some more guidance on this area soon. In the meantime, we would like to 
remind people to take plenty of screen breaks, to keep in touch with colleagues via skype 
calls (not just emails) and to remember confidentiality. It is important to consider the 
security and safekeeping of any confidential information that you are working on in the 
home environment. Please remember that such information should not be accessible to 
other household members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


